
Tablets and Smartphones: Using Mobile 
Devices as Educational Tools



Who are we?
Round of presentation



The week lesson program
Time, breaks, Citytour



The PICASSO game

Getting to know each other a bit



Video of evolution of technology

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IJM3yuIDDPQ


Technology
Is technology a necessary tool for education?

vs
Is technology not a necessary tool for education?



Technology



Technology
How much do we use it in classroom?



Video of evolution of Internet

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h8K49dD52WA


Technology
From ancient greek;

https://www.etymonline.com/word/technology

Tekhno: a system or 
method of making or doing

Logy: discourse, 
theory 



ICT
information and communications technology

https://www.etymonline.com/word/information

from past participle stem of 
informare "to train, instruct, 
educate; shape, give form to"

from past-participle stem of communicare "to 
share, divide out; communicate, impart, inform; 
join, unite, participate in," literally "to make 
common," related to communis "common, public, 
general"

https://www.etymonline.com/search?q=communication



Mass Media Vs User-generated content



LEARNING STYLE

VARK theory by Neil Fleming 







VARK

V for VISUAL



VARK

A for AURAL



VARK

R for READ/WRITE



VARK

K for KINESTETIC



VARK theory

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HXx8Je1v6Xo


VARK questionnaire

Learners

Teacher

https://vark-learn.com/the-vark-questionnaire/
https://vark-learn.com/the-vark-questionnaire/teaching-questionnaire/


1. Sharing personal 
information

Google Drive allows users to store files in the cloud 
(on Google's servers), synchronize files across 

devices, and share files.



1. Google Drive

- Sharing a file
- Sharing a folder

- Giving tasks



1. Google Drive

- Sharing a File



1. Google Drive

- Sharing a Folder



1. Google Drive

Giving a Task:
- (Private) costs of the partecipants (for example)



1. MiroBOARD



1. Coogle



1. OurBoox



Group task:
Create a logbook of your days of Berlin.

(what you see, visit, lesson contents at europass..)



Commons



First patent
The boat was designed for the transportation of heavy loads up the Arno, and was specifically 
required for the transportation of large slabs of marble from the quarries of Carrara. (1421)



Digital Commons

“information and knowledge resources that are collectively 
created and owned or shared between or among a community”

Mayo Fuster Morell 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mayo_Fuster_Morell


Intellectual Property





Video about intellectual 
property

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ZvJGV6YF6Y


Wikipedia



Wikipedia
Using image and/or audio from it

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ki_nyer_ma-_%E2%80%93_j%C3%A1t%C3%A9k_%C3%A9s_muzsika_t%C3%ADz_percben,_a_Magyar_R%C3%A1di%C3%B3_d%C3%A9li_zenei_vet%C3%A9lked%C5%91je._Jobbra_Boros_Anik%C3%B3_m%C5%B1sorvezet%C5%91._Fortepan_56435.jpg


Using Google to search



Some Google tips

‘Or’ ‘│’ = to decide in between two things
‘~’ = expand the search with related keywords
‘*’ = when you don’t remember a part of yor phrase
‘...’= period of time
“search term” = specific search
‘-’ = exclude in the search
‘Site:’ = find a specific website
‘#’ = in front of a word. For example: #throwbackthursday
‘Related:time.com.’ = to find a similar website

https://www.google.com/advanced_image_search



Wikipedia
Group task: collecting material from Wikipedia and 

insert in Google Drive:
- 1 Image
- 1 Sound
- 1 Video

About Berlin...



PADLET



PADLET



The Bloom’s Taxonomy 



The Bloom’s Taxonomy 

Explanatory 
video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ayefSTAnCR8


The Bloom’s Taxonomy and 
the flipped classroom



The flipped classroom



The flipped classroom





The flipped classroom

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G_p63W_2F_4


2. Video
From latin: videre= to see



2. Video
Illusion of Movement….

How many photos are in 1 second of Video?

FRAME PER SECOND



Youtube
A social media video platform owned by Google



Youtube started as a date 
platform

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1femVc8tJgE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1femVc8tJgE


Youtube
Educative channels

Berlin story 1
WWW story

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mn4VDwaV-oo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J8hzJxb0rpc


Find in Youtube the homework 
for your students



Edpuzzle
The history of English

The Berlin Wall

https://edpuzzle.com/media/6124fa839f3f8c4154b81150
https://edpuzzle.com/media/5eeb54e7c2cfe73f1d2c3f4f


Edpuzzle
Create an educational video



Record your screen/voice



What is a layer?



Edit free online videos:
- Kapwing (Laptop)
- WeVideo (Laptop)

- OpenShot video Editor (Laptop)





Edit a Podcast!



Uploading a podcast online!

Podbean



 



 

 



 



Visual thinking strategy (VTS)



Visual thinking strategy



Visual thinking strategy

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d-YVvNiAm6Q


Music Thinking Strategies

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q_BCNU2FZgQ


Music Thinking Strategies
Features of selected music:

- Music is “unknown” to the listeners.

- No lyrics, only instrumental

- Has sufficient complexity

- 40 second segments

- Diverse styles: Renaissance, Medieval, Baroque, Contemporary, etc. 

- Diverse genres: solo, chamber, symphonic, jazz combo, etc.



Music Thinking Strategies

- What is going on in this music?

- What do you hear that makes you say that?

- What more can you find?



How can we use social 
medias in education?

https://www.menti.com/1oc84q4k5m

https://www.menti.com/1oc84q4k5m


Social media & 
communication

• Create a class page on facebook 
• Communicate with your students
• Share additional materials
• Start lessons or discussions with an hashtag
• Create a class blog on instagram



The teacher 
blog



Create and organise a 
classroom with Facebook 

Teacher Mike

https://www.facebook.com/teachermikeenglish




Quizzes
How to we use it in our classroom?



When can we use Quizzes 
in our classroom?



Quizzes

Quiz about Berlin

https://api.socrative.com/rc/WpbM7R






Group task: 

Create your own Quiz! 



Final Day!



Experiential Learning

Jean Piaget

David A. Kolb

John Dewey



Experiential Learning



Gamification
Roger Caillois: Man, Play and Games 
(1961)

Every game have this 4 components, in 
a different amount



Gamification



Gamification



Gamification
Learning trough Emotions



Gamification
Learning trough Emotions



Gamification
Learning trough Emotions



Treasure/scavenger Hunt



Treasure hunt using 
Augmented Reality



Augmented Reality app

https://gabicin.github.io/abatryout
3q4tqxo/

https://gabicin.github.io/tryout1v3
9z5q/

https://gabicin.github.io/europassb
erlinl4cyh/

https://gabicin.github.io/abatryout3q4tqxo/
https://gabicin.github.io/abatryout3q4tqxo/
https://gabicin.github.io/tryout1v39z5q/
https://gabicin.github.io/tryout1v39z5q/
https://gabicin.github.io/europassberlinl4cyh
https://gabicin.github.io/europassberlinl4cyh


https://deck.toys/a/XJ8eQGQ3i

https://deck.toys/a/XJ8eQGQ3i


https://lyricstraining.com/play/david-bowie/heroes/HaJ3y
mUYqa#b7w!gabriele.cinti

https://lyricstraining.com/play/david-bowie/heroes/HaJ3ymUYqa#b7w!gabriele.cinti
https://lyricstraining.com/play/david-bowie/heroes/HaJ3ymUYqa#b7w!gabriele.cinti



